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What means spiritual intelligence? What is the truth? What is made of the word? 

In order to find appropriate responses to these questions the 38th session of Herampey’s Thursdays 

Evenings was held. The argument of this session was the spiritual intelligence with modern physics. 

There were present specialists on the matter. 

The first speaker was Mr. S. Soheili began his speech making a question to the presens. He asked if  they 

were ready for changes or they were continuing to insist the old intellectual stereotyped. He mentioned 

a western author, who believes that in humans’ life there are two important dates, the first when they 

are born and the second when they understand when they were born. The most important thing is to 

discover the mission that we have and each of us has the potential to find these capacities, but of course 

we must be ready to pay for the route we choose. First we must see the route that we came off and 

then where we want go. 

The first argument on intelligence was the IQ that defines the capacity of the brain to learn and 

recognize. The left and right sides of the brain have two different sectors regarding the IQ.  

The information that the brain receives have different natures and the outcome is different too and 

what the brain does is to receive , elaborate and send the result in a coordinated process that we call 

SQ, identified as spiritual intelligence. 

The SQ is the ability to recognize the mechanisms that dominate the world, and the management that 

exist between the mind and the surrounding world. 

Mr. Soheili believes the reality is that just %15 of the information that the brain receives is transformed 

by the %85    of information that the brain elaborates, but we are able to recognize these information 

partially, because of its huge dimensions. 

The humanity has crossed different steps in its history, giving different explenations to the phenomenon 

regarding physics and the surrounding word, but what actually we agree is that there is an infinite 

quantity of energy in the world that we experience it daily and our life is made of it, because of the 

electromagnetic fields and sources. The scientists agree that that actually the human society is crossing 

a period of maturity and progress. 

The 38th session was concluded by some questions the presents made and Mr. Soheili gave the proper 

answers. 


